The Danfoss family of components

The Dura-Kote Advantage:
Danfoss adapters come with Dura-Kote plating, which gives you up to 1,000 hours of corrosion resistance. Dura-Kote is an innovative plating technology for steel adapters, offering more corrosive protection for longer life, lower replacement costs, and improved appearance. This corrosion protection decreases the likelihood of leaking, which means less equipment downtime and greater productivity.

The highest performing hose assembly:
The Danfoss hose, fitting and adapter assembly, engineered with Danfoss equipment and crimp specs provides the ultimate in reliability and performance.

650 hours salt spray ASTM B117
In a 650 hours salt spray test Danfoss' family of components showed no corrosion migration in comparison to an assembly that combined an Danfoss fitting with competitor components. This test illustrates why it is so important to choose Danfoss components for your entire hose assembly.